Richard Shipley (1903-1973), like many young people of his day, became captivated with the circus. Not only did many circuses regularly pass through Bloomington-Normal, but many circus acts and aerialists were born and bred in the area. When he was about 16 years of age, Shipley ran off to join the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey circus and worked with them for about a season. For unknown reasons, Shipley returned home to Bloomington and spent 20 years working with Boylan Brothers Ice Cream. However, he was drawn back to the circus life, this time working with elephants, which were regarded as the “chief attractions” by many circuses.\(^1\) Shipley then spent the next 28 years working with “Those Ponderous, Loveable, Hulking Harlequines of the Animal Kingdom,”\(^2\) which he trained to do a multitude of tricks to the delight of countless thousands of people across the nation who attended the circuses he worked at each and every year.

Richard F. Shipley was born in Bloomington on November 22, 1903.\(^3\) He was one of thirteen children born to Charles and Florence (Butler) Shipley.\(^4\) A few years before Richard’s birth, his father had moved the family from their home at 802 N. Linden Street in Normal to Bloomington when he took a position as a brakeman at the Chicago and Alton Railroad Shops on February 16, 1900.\(^5\) Prior to this move, Charles worked as a clerk at G.G. Johnson’s Grocery Store located at 112 North Street. The family first settled at 1202 N. Lee Street after they moved to Bloomington.\(^6\) By 1907 Charles was now working as a switchman for the Chicago and Alton Railroad and the family was living at 603 W. Graham Street. In 1909 they were living at 611 W. Empire Street.\(^7\) In 1911 Charles took a position as a driver for Peoples Bus Line and Livery Company and had moved to 608 Scott Street. The family lived there for about six years and by 1919, was living at 1008 N. Center Street.\(^8\) In 1920 they moved to 907 W. Locust Street, which remained the family home for many years to come.\(^9\) Charles continued to work for the Chicago and Alton Railroad off and on until about 1932 when it appears he retired.\(^10\)

Little information is known about Richard Shipley’s early life. His family was Roman Catholic and attended several of the local parish churches. In May 1914 Shipley received his first communion and confirmation at Holy Trinity Catholic Church in Bloomington. Bishop Edmund Dunne of Peoria conferred the honors on all the participating children. According to The Pantagraph, this was one of the “largest communion and confirmation classes in recent years.”\(^11\) Shipley and his siblings also attended the local Catholic schools. Richard attended St. Mary’s School in 1912,\(^12\) but according to the 1940 United States Federal Census, he did not continue
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attending school past the eighth grade. According to Shipley’s nephew, Robert Shipley, Shipley and his brothers quit school because of the need to make money for the family.

When Shipley was about 16 years old, he “started his circus career in the proverbial way”—by running away from home. While it is not known why Shipley ran off to join the circus, he was probably exposed to circuses from a very early age due to the fact that many circuses regularly passed through Bloomington-Normal. Additionally, many circus acts and aerialists were born and bred in the area and many of those circus people lived on the west side of Bloomington. Shipley’s family could have known or interacted with many of the local circus performers due to the close proximity of the family’s home on West Locust Street.

It was noted in his obituary that he joined the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus in 1919 and spent a season with them. It is not known what kind of work he was engaged in during this first stint with the circus since his name has not been found in any of the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus route books from that year. However, if Shipley
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was just a regular circus worker with the show, it is doubtful that his name would have been printed in any of the route books, as those books typically listed only the main performers and trainers in the shows. Prior to his leaving to join the circus, he was working as a meat wagon driver for Clarence V. Thorp, owner of a local meat market located at 501 W. Market Street.19

After working with the circus for a season, Shipley returned home sometime in 1920. It is not known why he returned home, but he was listed as living with his parents at 907 W. Locust Street.20 In 1923, Shipley embarked on a 20 year career working for the Boylan family. He was first employed as a chauffeur for Michael G. (M.G.) Boylan and Son.21

In 1900 M.G. Boylan opened a grocery store, which was located at 505-507 W. Market Street throughout most of its history.22 The business prided itself as having “built up a reputation of handling only the best quality of goods that money could buy.”23 Boylan had two sons, George J. (G.J.) and John L. According to Jim Boylan, grandson of M.G. Boylan, his uncle George came home after World War I and did not want to go into the grocery business. Instead, George took half of the store and added a confectionary to it.24 In 1923, George’s younger brother, John, joined him in the business and it became known as Boylan Brothers.25 That same year, the brothers began making and freezing their own ice cream with flavors such as lemon custard, vanilla pecan, maple nut, and juicy fruit.26 They also created unique treats of their own such as the “princess stick” and the “funny sundae.”27

Just a year later, the brothers began making and selling their own candy.28 The brothers had so much success selling their candy, that they opened a separate confectionery at 533 N. Main Street on March 31, 1926.29 The original Market Street location, known as “The Spa,” remained open, though it no longer a grocery store. Instead, it became a short order restaurant
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that served soda, candy, hamburgers, and French fries and continued to serve and make Boylan’s famous ice cream in the spring and summer.  

In 1926 Shipley was working as a driver for the company. Two years later, Shipley was working as a clerk in one of the Boylan Brother’s stores. By the time Boylan Brothers began selling their ice cream wholesale in 1930, Shipley had returned to being a driver for the company, possibly delivering ice cream to various retail outlets in the area. In 1934, the Bloomington-Normal City Directory listed Shipley as being a foreman at Boylan Brothers Spa. By 1937, Shipley was a clerk at Boylan Brothers Ice Cream Co. and the next year he was an ice cream maker for the company. Shipley continued to be an ice cream maker for the company until sometime between 1940 and 1941 when the circus life beckoned him to return. 

Shipley returned to the same circus that he ran away to join when he was just 16; Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus. According to the 1941 Route Book for Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey, Shipley was listed as working in the elephant department. This was the start of his 28 year career working with “Those Ponderous, Loveable, Hulking Harlequines of the Animal Kingdom.” 

The first elephant was brought to this country in 1796 to New York. In 1804, a man by the name of Hachaliah “Hack” Bailey saw an elephant by the name of “Old Bet” perform at a circus in Boston Massachusetts and was intrigued. Two years later, he saw the elephant again, purchased her, and put together his own animal show. “Old Bet” is thought to have been the second elephant imported into the United States. “Old Bet” was an Indian elephant. Indian elephants were typically chosen for zoos and circus work because it was thought that African elephants were “too wild and treacherous to ever stand thorough training,” and were not as smart as Indian elephants. Additionally, most circuses imported elephants as opposed to raising them because it was cheaper. Most elephants born in captivity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries did not live past one year in age. And, because both male and female elephants were very devoted parents, it would be difficult to train young elephants with the parents trying to intervene and teach the offspring themselves. 

Elephants required a lot of care and constant training. First and foremost, elephants had to quickly be trained to become accustomed to the environment and conditions in the United
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States. Elephants could only be imported during certain times of the year. Once the elephants were in the United States, they “must be taught to tolerate temperatures of about 80 degrees or so.” During winter seasons, however, elephants had to be kept in steam-heat and during inclement weather while traveling, had to be provided with warm blankets and Overshies to lessen the chance of frostbite on their feet and ears. Additionally, elephants had to be taught to eat hay, corn, oats, bran, and alfalfa since their native tropical foods, like bamboo shoots and rice, were hard to come by and expensive to import. The feet of an elephant, much like a horse, required constant care. An elephant’s nails had to be filed (typically with a draw knife) every two months and all corns carefully removed. Trainers also “shaved” the whiskers of an elephant off with a blowtorch to help cut down on pests such as lice. Elephants could also become easily upset, so their trainers had to work hard to keep them calm. An elephant could become panicked or hysterical due to the smallest incident; a barking dog, a whistle, or even a screaming child.

According to Ralph Emersons Jr., who worked in the elephant department of the Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus for eight weeks during the summer of 1944 (during the time of Shipley’s employment), the domain of the elephant department in most circuses consisted of “the elephant’s side of the menagerie tent and the area right outside of it.” The menagerie tent was where circus animals were displayed when not performing. People were allowed in the tent to view the animals, but the elephants were roped off so patrons could not get too close, but close enough to still allow patrons to interact with the elephants to a certain degree. The bulls (slang for elephants) and bull hands went in and out through tent-flies in the sidewall of the menagerie tent. Outside of the tent were the “bull top” and wardrobe wagons, the hay wagon, and the picket line for the elephants. Elephants were either picketed (chained or tethered to a stake in the ground) outside or kept inside the big menagerie tent. In good weather, elephants spent most of the day and night picketed outside of the menagerie tent.

The elephants were chained whenever they were not on the move. Their left front and right rear legs were chained to iron stakes (or on sandy lots, steel-necked wooden stakes in addition to iron stakes) that the bull hands drove in themselves. In train cars, the same two legs were fastened to rings; the rear leg fastened with a simple snap and the front leg by an iron “U” with a bolt running between the tips, known as a clevis. Chaining and unchaining elephants was done a dozen or more times a day. And according to Emersons, elephants could “easily undo snaps with their trunks, and they could undo clevises too if they fiddled with them and banged them against their stakes enough.”

A predominately male-dominated profession, the elephant department consisted of a superintendent (or Boss Elephant Man), who was in charge of overseeing the entire department, training elephants, directing elephants during performances, and managing the assistants and bull hands; several assistants, who would have reported directly to the superintendent, helped
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supervise workers, train and care for the elephants, and lead elephants through the performances; and bull hands, or general elephant workers. Emersons recalled that the elephant men were characters. In his opinion, elephant men tended to be “tall and thin, wiry and fast on their feet even if they were old.” And, most of the elephant men went by nicknames. Shipley’s nickname was “Schlitz.” According to Shipley’s nephews Jim and Robert Shipley, Shipley was given that nickname by circus folk because he had the liquor concession in his trailer and after the show, the circus folk would come to his trailer for liquor.

Shipley most likely started his career working with elephants as a bull hand. His duties would have included: loading and unloading elephants off of trains; mucking out (removing manure); watering the elephants outdoors in canvas troughs (an elephant could drink about 40 gallons of water per day); assisting in training exercises; and feeding the elephants with fresh hay and grain (elephants ate 100 pounds or more of hay every day, morning, noon, and night). Bull hands would have also prepared the elephants for their performances; swept them off, dressed them in their costumes, and helped set up barrels, tubs, and other items in which the elephants would have performed their tricks on. They would have also directed elephants in the labor that they provided to circuses; pulling wagons, setting up tents, etc. However, Emersons stated that “some bull hands shoveled manure for months before the bosses even let them water an elephant.” During the 1941 season, Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey had three assistants and 55 bull hands (which included Shipley).

Training an elephant in the circus usually began between the ages of two to four years. According to a 1931 Modern Mechanics article on training circus elephants, the first step was to teach the youngster his or her name. This was followed by teaching the elephant how to “tail,” meaning how to walk along holding the tail of the elephant in front of them. Elephants were always worked from the left side because it was easier to handle them. They were also trained to sleep on their left side to conserve space in railway cars.

After these basic skills were mastered, elephants then began to be taught tricks. One of the first tricks an elephant was taught was how to sit down and rear on its hind legs. This was attained with a “block and tackle and a leather belt,” which held the young elephant in the desired position. The command word was spoken in advance by the trainer and then the elephant was lifted into position. According to a 1946 Popular Mechanics article, hoists and swings helped teach basic tricks such as an elephant standing on its hind legs. This is a difficult feat at first “because the stand requires the development of unused muscles and a high degree of
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Ropes were looped around each front leg and through an overhead pulley. At the trainer’s command, an assistant pulled on the ropes and the elephant was hoisted into position. A tub seat was also employed to help the elephant balance as it was learning this trick. A similar system of rigging was used to help elephants learn how to salute with their trunks as well. After doing this trick repeatedly with the aid of a hoist, eventually an elephant learned how to respond unaided to the command. Some elephants were taught how to shimmy dance by ropes being loosely knotted around their bodies. The attendants pulled gently on the ropes from side to side like a see-saw at the command of the trainer. Elephants were also taught how to walk a “tight rope,” which in reality was a steel plank of narrow width painted to look like a coiled rope. Elephants were first taught to walk along this “tight rope” when it was spread flat on the ground. The “tight rope” was gradually raised from the ground an inch or two at a time. This trick was apparently not very challenging to elephants because “the great beasts have a profound sense of equilibrium.” In order to maintain these tricks, elephants need to follow a daily program of activity to remember what is required of them. Young elephants had the additional benefit of watching older elephants go through their tricks to help them learn too. 

Elephant trainers employed another tool in the training and control of elephants; the bull hook. Bull hooks were a legacy from Indian mahouts. Bull hooks looked like an ordinary cane shaped like a letter “J,” but had a small faucet shaped hook attached to the tip. Bull hooks helped elephant men control the elephants, not as a weapon, but as a guide. Elephants worked mostly by voice command, like most animals. At times, the bull hook was used to reinforce or replace voice commands, sort of like a hand on a shoulder, but was seldom necessary. And there were strict guidelines for elephant men on how they could use bull hooks. They were not allowed to hook on the ears or anywhere ahead of the neck, and “easy does it” everywhere else. Emersons said that elephant men carried bull hooks everywhere with them more like a badge of office. He even stated that bull hooks “were good to lean on…and if you braced your legs right, you could even cat nap in that position” as some men often did. He recalled that in general, elephants and men cooperated. A man had to want to work in the elephant department. A man who did not like elephants, did not get on in the department. And a man who mistreated elephants, did not stay very long. 

Tricks were not the only thing that elephants were taught. They were taught how to work; as one elephant is more useful “than tractors, motor trucks, and dozens of men.” Elephants helped with everything from moving wagons (including wagons with caged animals in them), setting up tent poles, and more. According to a 1931 *Modern Mechanics* article, a full grown elephant could lift about 1,000 pounds with its trunk and the amount of tonnage an elephant could push was even more.
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By 1944, Shipley was an assistant in the elephant department with Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus. During this season, Shipley and the other two assistants would have been responsible for supervising upwards of 37 men (the number varied throughout the season as men came and went from the circus) and caring for and training 30 elephants. It was during this season, however, that Shipley and the other elephant hands would have had their skills and training put to the test. The Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus suffered a devastating loss when a fire broke out while the circus was in Hartford, Connecticut, the worst circus fire in U.S. history.

The fire broke out on July 6, 1944, the second day of the circus in Hartford, during what seemed like a typical day for performers, workers, and spectators alike. The afternoon show began around 2:23 p.m. and the bull hands were getting the elephants outside the menagerie ready for the show. Around 2:40 p.m., the fire that had started on the big top tent was noticed. By 2:44 p.m. the first alarm had sounded (which the traditional disaster signal for the circus was the Stars and Stripes being performed by the band) and the crowd of spectators began to flee as the fire quickly spread across the big top tent. Just moments later, the big top roof and poles collapsed, as circus people were frantically trying to pull wagons and other equipment away from the sidewalls of the tent.

As the fire continued to spread, the workers in the elephant department quickly realized that they had to get the elephants away from the fire; not only to keep the elephants safe, but to protect people in the chance that the startled and upset elephants stampeded and caused even more damage. Emersons, Shipley, and all the elephant men “converged on the picket line and began unchaining” the elephants. Within two minutes, all of the elephants were free and being hurried past the side show. Emersons recalled that he and the other elephant men “did not ride ‘em out, we ran ‘em out—some squealing, some had their tails in the air and that means panic when you see it in an animal.” The elephant men took their charges away from the chaos caused by the fire. They took them down a dirt road and though a patch of trees northeast of the big top, to where the cook tent and horse tents were located. The new picket line was set up in a shady meadow, known as Sponzo’s meadow. A circus truck then brought all the stakes and chains and hay to calm the elephants down. Emersons remembered that the elephants calmed down faster than their handlers did! None of the circus’s 700 employees (not including performers) were killed. Of the between 6,000 to 7,000 spectators in attendance, 168 of them perished because of the fire. The fire put a halt on the season for the circus for several weeks.

The cause of the fire has been debated since it happened. Some reports suggested arson, others the fire was due to a lit cigarette being flicked underneath bleachers near the big top tent causing combustible material to catch fire, or simply a careless smoker flicked a lit match or cigarette into a pile of hay near the sidewalls of the big top. No official cause for this fire has ever been established. However, a modern theory has been established. At the time, in order to
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waterproof the big top tent, an older and cheaper method of waterproofing was applied. A highly combustible treatment of paraffin wax, boiled and thinned with gasoline, was applied to the tent in May before the season began. While this mixture waterproofed the tent, the tent was never fireproofed.\textsuperscript{77}

Eight days after the fire, the circus was allowed to return to its winter quarters in Sarasota, Florida where it could regroup and reorganize. Embrons recalled some memories of interacting with Shipley while the show was on the break. On their first evening at their winter quarters, Embrons said that he watched rehearsals and had quite a talk with Shipley. Embrons stated that “the elephant boss Shipley was probably the guy I liked the best on the show.”\textsuperscript{78} On another occasion, Embrons, Shipley, and a man by the name of Santana, went fishing at Lido Beach and had a nice day. On August 4 of that year, Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey performed their first show after the fire. However, the circus could only perform in open air arenas for the remainder of the season since they had not yet been able to replace their big top tent.\textsuperscript{79}

Shipley continued working with Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey for five more years after the fire. During this time he crisscrossed the country appearing in shows in New York; Washington D.C.; New Orleans; Nashville; Sioux City, Iowa; Kalamazoo, Michigan; and many more. Even though he traveled far and wide, Shipley never forgot his family in Bloomington, particularly his mother. Throughout Shipley’s circus career, and as long as his mother was alive, if the circus that Shipley was working for came anywhere near Bloomington, Shipley would either visit his mother in Bloomington or send tickets so that someone else could bring her to see him.\textsuperscript{80}

By 1945 Shipley had been promoted to superintendent of the Elephant Department and was in charge of 24 men.\textsuperscript{81} That season, while the circus was performing in Lafayette, Louisiana, Shipley suffered a broken arm while loading the elephants into a stock car after the show was over.\textsuperscript{82}

On August 19, 1947, Shipley returned to his hometown of Bloomington when Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey performed throughout Northern and Central Illinois. A week before the show stopped in Bloomington for a single day, The Pantagraph announced Shipley’s (and other local circus performers) return.\textsuperscript{83} Two performances were planned to be held at O’Neil Park, located on the west side of Bloomington. It was also during this visit from circus that one local boy, Leonard Camp, received an extra special treat. His visit to the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey circus was the first time he had ever been to a circus. Camp was recognized as “a good and deserving boy” by Sgt. Merle Arbogast of the Bloomington Police Department. And because of that recognition, Camp was taken on a back stage tour, “where few children or adults ever get to go,” by Pantagraph reporter Stan Windhorn and chief Pantagraph photographer Don Goodrich. According to the article about Camp’s visit to the circus, all Camp could do on his
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way to the circus was talk about the elephants and how he wished to ride one. In addition to meeting most of the circus clowns and several local aerialists during his tour, Camp met Richard Shipley. It was Shipley who fulfilled Camp’s request to ride an elephant, and to Camp, that was the highlight of his tour.  

Shipley remained the superintendent of elephants for Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey circus elephant department until 1947 when he left that circus for unknown reasons. In 1949, Shipley shows up as the elephant trainer for the Clyde Beatty Circus. According to the 1949 route book for the Clyde Beatty Circus, Shipley and his “nearly 150 tons of pachyderm actors” were the feature performance in the center ring. Shipley was assisted by “two of Spangleland’s most talented girls;” Milongo Cline and Albina Beatty. During the 1949 season, Shipley and the Beatty Circus traveled between March 24 and October 16 to cities such as Flagstaff, Arizona; Gallup, New Mexico; Hollywood, California; Dodge City, Kansas; Joplin, Missouri; and many more.  

By 1951 Shipley was listed as the superintendent in the elephant department and had one assistant and seven other bull hands working under him. During a performance in Van Nuys, California, in May of that year, Shipley, three herds of elephants, and “more than a score of international beauties” were the highlight of the Beatty’s show. Shipley’s elephants included “Big Bertha,” who was one of the biggest elephants on tour. Other elephants included in Shipley’s herds were Pee Wee, Suzie Q, Sidney, Anna May, Babe, Hattie, Cora, Lucy, and Inez.  

For the 1952 season, Shipley was working on new routines for his elephants. It was reported that these routines and tricks were completely new and “that no other circus offers a more thrilling and spectacular elephant display.” The huge beasts” were to present a thrilling sight as they performed their intricate routine. The climax of their performance was that they formed a column-mount directly in front of the grandstands. After saluting the crowds, the
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elephants marched from the arena on their hind-legs—“the only group of elephants that have ever mastered this most unusual trick.”

After the season ended for the year, Shipley went back to Bloomington for a short time, perhaps to visit his family that was still living there. Shipley also took several of the circus ponies he trained with him. Unfortunately, the ponies escaped the garage of his home on West Locust Street. The Pantagraph reported that “children and dogs in the neighborhood...had a field day...chasing three circus ponies which were on the loose.” Shipley rounded up the ponies which he later took with him to the winter quarters for the Beatty Circus in Florida.

Nineteen fifty-four was a big year for Shipley and the Clyde Beatty Circus. In addition to continuing to perform throughout the country, Beatty and his circus starred in the Hollywood feature film titled Ring of Fear. Featured in “Warnercolor,” the film starred Clyde Beatty (as himself); Mickey Spillane, American crime novelist; and Pat O’Brien. The synopsis of the film was that Beatty’s circus seemed to be jinxed, falling victim time and again to a series of accidents that no one can seem to explain. In reality these accidents were being caused by a saboteur and deranged killer that was on the loose in his circus. In order to solve the crime, Beatty called in crime novelist, Mickey Spillane (who played himself) to catch the killer. The film was produced by actor John Wayne, who had his own production company, Wayne-Fellows Productions (later renamed Batjac Productions).

In addition to the murder mystery that must be solved, the film featured many of the performers, clowns, and circus workers of Beatty’s Circus. Shipley, who plays himself as the elephant trainer in the film, was listed in the credits, mentioned by name in the film, and was shown on screen several times. The film was shown locally at the Irvin Theater for an entire week in August 1954.

Clyde Beatty’s circus continued to have great success into the 1955 circus season, with remarkable turnouts and excellent profits. In a show in Pampa, Texas, Shipley and his trained elephants “displayed a trunk full of tricks.” One of those tricks included an elephant walking a plank with a girl riding a top. Shipley’s elephants were also trained to turn around in circles as the band played “London Bridge is Falling Down.”

According to Beatty’s cage boy, Manual “Junior” Ruffin, a lot of people did not like Shipley. Ruffin thought that Shipley was one of the greatest ever (though he admitted he was the only elephant trainer he had worked under). Ruffin said that Shipley taught him everything about elephants, “from trimming their toenails to using a blow torch to cut their hair.” Shipley even paid Ruffin extra money to help the elephant crew walk their charges to and from the train. This was especially helpful to Shipley since he drove his own private trailer between performances.

However, by 1956, many circuses across the nation were beginning to fold under, including Beatty’s. At the beginning of the season, Beatty owed a substantial amount of money on a loan he took out to keep his circus running earlier in 1955. Because of declining attendance, he could not continue to keep up on payments on the loan. In addition to financial woes, bad luck
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continued to plague the circus when a circus worker, Andrew Grotzky, was apparently kicked to death by a female elephant named Inez (who had always been a source of problems for the circus) in the menagerie. By the spring of 1956, Beatty’s circus had shut down, which Beatty blamed on television, stating that “television has steadily cut into the business of the circus since 1952.”

The circus reopened in August of 1956. While it still carried Beatty’s name, Beatty no longer had any financial stake in the show. His sole duty was to work his act as an independent contractor of sorts. Shipley continued to work with Beatty’s circus (now named the Clyde Beatty Cole Circus) after it was reorganized and his elephants continued to be a big draw. Shipley was listed as the elephant boss at the start of the 1957 season, but after that he disappears from the route books. It has been said that Shipley was recruited to return to the reorganized Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus (which like many other circuses at that time, had also fallen on hard times) for the 1958 and 1959 seasons. However, route books for those two seasons could not be located to prove either way that Shipley had rejoined the Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus.

In March of 1959, Shipley began working for the final circus of his career, the Carson and Barnes Circus. However on his very first day working for the circus as their elephant superintendent, Shipley suffered a terrible and almost fatal accident. While the circus was at their winter quarters in Hugo, Oklahoma, Shipley was performing an inspection tour of the elephant barn. During the course of inspection, he noticed that one of the leg irons was loose on an elephant named Dorothy. As Shipley knelt down, Dorothy went into her headstand act on top of Shipley for no apparent reason. Dorothy was trained to do a headstand on a barrel by command. Shipley would have been crushed to death had it not been for the quick thinking of Freddie Logan, head elephant man for the Kelly-Miller Circus (whose winter quarters was also in Hugo). According to newspaper accounts of the incident, “Logan sought to drive the animal off, and failing, gave the signal for the end of Dorothy’s act, and she rolled off Shipley.” Shipley was then taken to the hospital where he only suffered a broken collar bone and several broken ribs.

This was not the first time that Dorothy had attacked one of her trainers, however. Less than five months prior, Dorothy belonged to the Hagen Brothers Circus. The circus was set to perform a show at Groves, a suburb of Port Arthur, Texas on Tuesday evening, November 25,
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On the day before the show, while Dorothy was chained by one leg, she reached out with her trunk and knocked down a circus attendant, James Donald Lloyd, as he and a fellow circus attendant walked past her. Dorothy then butted Lloyd with her head several times while he was on the ground, pinning him in place, and then began to perform her headstand trick on top of him (though one newspaper account from the time stated that she attempted one headstand but failed before making a second successful attempt). According to circus officials, Dorothy was trained to do a headstand beside a circus performer during shows. Newspaper accounts of the incident reported that Dorothy “deliberately stood on her head on top of the prostrate man.” Lloyd’s head and chest were crushed by the weight of Dorothy. After other circus attendants drove her back “with beatings and shouts,” they were able to rush Lloyd to a hospital. However, the extent of his injuries was far too great and he died about an hour after the incident.

While this attack appeared to be unprovoked, this was not the first time that Dorothy had injured other persons. This was, however, the first time she had ever killed anyone. The Justice of the Peace ruled Lloyd’s death as accidental and nothing was done to Dorothy. Dorothy was even allowed to perform the very next night before the crowd. Dorothy performed her trick without a hitch, lowering her head to within a few inches of a prostrate circus performer.

A short time after the incident, the twenty-five year old Dorothy was sold to the Carson and Barnes Circus for $5,000 (which in 2015 would be about $41,000), with the hope that the circus would be able to rehabilitate her. According to Joe Sullivan, a spokesman for Carson and Barnes Circus, Dorothy’s rehabilitation had been going very well for the three months prior to her almost crushing Shipley to death.

In light of her second attempt to take a man’s life, circus officials deemed that Dorothy could not be rehabilitated. She was sentenced to death by public execution. The sentence was to be carried out by Oklahoma Highway Patrolman Ed Vandergriff at 2:00 p.m. on April 12, 1959. Dorothy was to be chained to a hillside east of the winter headquarters of the circus and “dropped with a high-powered rifle.” Shipley stated that he planned to be present at her execution.

However, a “storm of protests” broke out when news of the incident and Dorothy’s sentence reached the national media. Notes and telephone calls from across the country poured in with pleas to save Dorothy’s life. A Miami, Florida dentist went so far as to suggest that “it was bad teeth that caused Dorothy to dislike people.” An offer to relocate Dorothy to the Tulsa Zoo in Tulsa, Oklahoma also came to the Carson and Barnes Circus with the hope of sparing Dorothy’s life.

In the end, Dorothy’s life was spared thanks in part to the efforts of Tulsa radio station manager Bob Hoth. Hoth started negotiations between the owner and manager of the circus, Jack
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Moore, and the Tulsa Zoo. Hoth also said that he would raise the necessary funds to move Dorothy to the zoo. While Dorothy’s life had been spared, she was to be kept in solitary confinement in a maximum security pen at the zoo.  

Moore said he was happy that they did not have to execute Dorothy. Shipley stated that Dorothy would make a good zoo elephant. He said that Dorothy was not broken right, and “now, she’s like a spoiled child.” He added that when elephants go bad, “they’re all bad.” Shipley’s injuries caused him to miss the first three weeks of the circus’s season, which started on April 15, 1959. This was also not Shipley’s only injury caused by an elephant. He had been hospitalized three times prior to this latest incident while working with elephants in other circuses. After this latest injury, Shipley said that he was getting too old for this now.

While Shipley may have thought he was getting too old for this kind of work, after he recovered from his injuries, Shipley returned to his duties as elephant superintendent and trainer with the circus. He had his elephants work tricks such as the plank walk. During the 1962 season, three elephants named Ginny, Mabel, and Susie, performed with Shipley. Shipley was also assisted by Wanda (Moore) Hoover, the daughter of Jack Moore who owned and managed the circus. Hoover was listed as a stylist in the circus’s official year book. By 1963, the menagerie consisted of five Indian elephants: Jenny, Mabel, Josky, Wanda, and Susie. In addition to his work with the elephants during this season, Shipley also had three dog acts.

Wanda (Moore) Hoover had many fond memories of working with Shipley in her father’s circus. Hoover’s father, Jack Moore, purchased one of the elephants that she and Shipley worked with, Mabel, when Hoover was very young. She recalled that it was her and her brother’s job to make sure that Mabel would not wander off while she was grazing. Eventually, when Hoover got older, she began to perform with the elephants. Hoover recalled that while the circus was in winter quarters at Hugo, she and Shipley would practice new routines for the upcoming seasons. One winter Shipley decided that they should add a new trick…where Hoover would lie on the ground and an elephant would step over her. Hoover stated that elephants have small eyes and could not see well around their feet. So Shipley said they would try the trick with a burlap bag first. Shipley produced a burlap bag and brought the first elephant around to try the trick; Mabel. Shipley brought Mabel up to the bag and she refused to step over it. Next, Shipley brought up Jenny and when she got to the bag, she stepped right in the middle of it. Finally, Shipley brought Susie up, who in Hoover’s opinion was a spoiled and mischievous elephant. Susie came up to the bag, stepped over it, and then hit it with each foot. Based on the different reactions from each elephant, Hoover suggested to Shipley that they should try something else.

After about 10 years with the Carson and Barnes Circus, Shipley retired from the circus life. According to Shipley’s nephews, Jim and Robert, Shipley left the circus life because his eyesight was going. Shipley returned to Bloomington for about one year, in 1970, and was back
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living at 907 W. Locust Street in Bloomington. His sister Sarah (Shipley) Carlson also lived at the same address and cared for Shipley upon his return to Bloomington.

On August 23, 1973, just a few years after his retirement, Richard Shiple passed away at the age of 69 at the Lincolnland Nursing Home in Lincoln, Illinois. The cause of his death was listed as a heart attack and it is not known why Shipley was living at the nursing home at the time of his death.

Shipley never had children, though he may have had a brief marriage to a woman named Opal Cornwell from Peoria, Illinois. In the July 20, 1935 edition of The Pantagraph, a marriage license appears to have been granted to Shipley and Cornwell. However, no marriage record has been found. In the 1940 United States Federal Census, Shipley lists his marriage status as “divorced,” and Cornwell was remarried by that time (married to John Wood) but no divorce record for Shipley and Cornwell has been found either.

Shipley’s death was lamented by The Pantagraph as the loss of another local circus veteran. His funeral was held at St. Patrick’s Church, of which he as a member. Shipley was buried at Evergreen Memorial Cemetery in Bloomington.

After many decades of litigation, accusations of cruelty and abuse, protests by animal rights activists, shifting public opinion regarding the captivity and use of wild animals for entertainment purposes, and more recently, several municipalities passing ordinances outlawing or restricting elephant acts, the elephants of Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus performed for the last time in May of 2016. After 145 years, the circus sent the last of its elephants into retirement at the Ringling Center for Elephant Conservation in Central Florida. Many have hailed this decision as a victory for the more humane treatment of animals, with the hope that other circuses will follow suit and discontinue using elephants in their shows. Still, others regret that future generations will not share in the spectacle of seeing these massive mammals perform their impressive tricks under the big top.

By: Candace Summers, 2016
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